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How was the SPARKLE project financed?
If you ever asked yourself which organization did finance a project for creating
an e-learning course for agripreneurs 4.0 and why you will be interested in
reading this article. Let’s start saying the SPARKLE is a project financed in the
framework of ERASMUS+, which is the European Union’s programme to
support education, training, youth and sport in Europe. Its budget of €14.7
billion will provide opportunities for over 4 million Europeans to study, train,
gain experience, and volunteer abroad. Set to last until 2020, Erasmus+
doesn’t just have opportunities for students. Merging seven prior programmes,
it has opportunities for a wide variety of individuals and organisations. [Read
more]

Professor Marco Vieri (University of Florence) explains in a few words the
importance of Sustainable Precision Agriculture.
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